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In recent years, the use of Internet-based ICT has become widespread in every aspect of our lives, and because 
the use of ICT has become commonplace also among children and young people, education on information morality for 
them has ever been recognized to be needed highly. However, despite the various efforts of each school type, this is not 
yet a sufficient situation. Therefore, we investigated the lesson design in information moral education and examined 
strategies to improve it and found that a logically organized instructional design is effective to implement effective 
information moral education in a limited amount of time. Based on this, we proposed a system to check and improve 
the learning goal setting and evaluation method of information moral education using the learning task analysis 
method. 
 
















































How to turn learners on…without turning them off
Educational Technology Research and Development
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The purpose of this study was to explain the sleep-wake rhythm by focusing on the nighttime sleep of 
premature infants at 4 months of age. The circadian rhythm is, natural, internal process that regulates the 
sleep-wake cycle and the basis of lifelong autonomous activity. In this method, the activity amount was 
measured using an actigraph, the sound pressure was measured using a micromini sound type sensor, and 
the light was measured using a micromini optical sensor over a period of for 72 hours. As a result, total sleep 
time tended to be short, but deep sleep accounted for a relatively large amount. 
It was found that when the mesor, amplitude, and acrophase, which are indicators of sleep-wake rhythm 
formation, were synchronizeded with the 24-hour rhythm and adjusted to the environment, there were large 
individual differences. Therefore, in order to support longterm development of sleep-wake rhythms, it is 
necessary to create a family support program that regulates daily life rhythms at home. 
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